Running Events
9:00  FRESHMEN GIRLS 800 METER RELAY- FINAL ON TIME
9:10  FRESHMEN BOYS 800 METER RELAY - FINAL ON TIME
9:20  SOPHOMORE GIRLS 800 METER RELAY - FINAL ON TIME
9:30  SOPHOMORE BOYS 800 METER RELAY - FINAL ON TIME
9:40  CLASS GIRLS 800 METER RELAY – FINAL ON TIME
9:50  CLASS BOYS 800 METER RELAY – FINAL ON TIME
10:00 FRESHMEN GIRLS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
10:15 FRESHMEN BOYS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
10:30 SOPHOMORE GIRLS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
14:45 SOPHOMORE BOYS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
11:00 CLASS GIRLS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
11:15 CLASS BOYS 1600 METER RELAY - FINAL
11:30 FRESHMEN GIRLS 3200 METER RELAY - FINAL
11:50 FRESHMEN BOYS 3200 METER RELAY - FINAL
12:10 SOPHOMORE GIRLS 3200 METER RELAY - FINAL
12:25 SOPHOMORE BOYS 3200 METER RELAY - FINAL

FIELD EVENTS
9:00  FRESHMAN GIRLS SHOT PUT (CAGE # 1)
      FRESHMEN BOYS SHOT PUT (CAGE # 2)
      FRESHMEN GIRLS LONG JUMP (PIT # 1)
      FRESHMEN BOYS LONG JUMP (PIT # 2)
      SOPHOMORE BOYS HIGH JUMP (PIT # 1)
      FRESHMEN BOYS HIGH JUMP (PIT # 2)
      FRESHMEN/SOPHOMORE BOYS POLE VAULT
10:30 SOPHOMORE GIRLS SHOT PUT (CAGE # 1)
      SOPHOMORE BOYS SHOT PUT (CAGE # 2)
      SOPHOMORE GIRLS LONG JUMP (PIT # 1)
      SOPHOMORE GIRLS LONG JUMP (PIT # 2)
      SOPHOMORE GIRLS HIGH JUMP (PIT # 1)
      FRESHMEN GIRLS HIGH JUMP (PIT # 2)
      FRESHMEN/SOPHOMORE GIRLS POLE VAULT